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Editorial
Production of vaccines for many diseases is potentially the
desired opinion. However, this desire elicited also potentially some
questions and unambiguity. Generally, for vaccine production a
specific protein should be targeted [1]. The nature of this protein
can be an overproduced neurotransmitter or receptor [2]. It is
reasonable to think by production of antibodies against unwanted
neurotransmitters and receptors the addiction brings into control
somehow.
Based on studies about addiction, addiction is a multistage
disease that a critical step should be targeted [3]. This critical step
can be considered the critical time in the emergence of dangerous
addiction that is defined as emergence of compulsive drug seeking
and taking behavior and reward center insufficiency play an
important role [4]. It has been well documented that immune
system around reward center is very sensitive to drug abuse and
cannot function well in this area [5]. This encourages the concept
of keeping balance of the immune system around this area. On the
other hand, immune system over activation also is a harmful event
that destroys normal brain neurons.

So, for production of a vaccine for addiction two ways should
be considered:
a)

b)

Strengthening the immune system and
Weakening of the immune system

Toll-like immune cells in this regard play an important role
because innate immune system is mostly affected as the result of
drug abuse [6]. Also, these cells control many different cytokines
release and also many different immune cell functions in brain.
New studies show these cells can be targeted for keeping the
normal transmitter release in reward center. Other reasons for this
decision are the fact that addiction is a multistage disease and from
this prospect different pathways should be considered and one
pathway that influences different stages is better [7]. A recent study
well documented that toll-like receptor manipulation influences
addictive behavior [8]. In this regard special attention to this cell
type is of great importance for controlling of addiction.
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